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Abstract 
We first obtain some characterizations of hereditarily screenable spaces. Two Tychonoff prod- 
uct theorems for hereditarily screenable spaces are then proved. Next, we show that the product 
theorems do not hold if hereditarily screenable is replaced by screenable. 0 1998 Elsevier Science 
B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Since Junnila et al. [I] obtained the result: A space is hereditarily metacompact iff its 
every scattered partition has a point finite open expansion, various people have tried to 
prove that hereditarily paracompact spaces have a similar characterization. But they have 
not succeeded. 
In this paper, we first prove that hereditarily screenable spaces have a similar property. 
Using this, a group of characterizations of hereditarily screenable spaces is obtained. 
Next, we show that hereditarily paracompact spaces have no similar characterization. 
Finally, two Tychonoff product theorems are proved for hereditarily screenable spaces 
which do not hold for screenable spaces. 
In this paper, N(z), (U), and Ui.4 denote, respectively the neighbourhood system 
of .r. {U E u: L E U} and {U n A: U E U}; cy, 0, y, . . denote ordinal numbers; 
w. w’. I.41 and A<" denote, respectively the set of all positive integers, II U {0}, the 
cardinality of A, and (0 c A: 1~1 < ti}. Separation axioms are only assumed when 
mentioned. 
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Definition 1.1 [l]. A scattered partition of a space X is a cover (~5,: Q < T} of X by 
pairwise disjoint sets such that U{Lry: N < N} is open in X for every [j < y. 
Definition 1.2. Let U and G both be families of open subsets of X; 4 is called an open 
refinement of U if the following are satisfied: 
(1) for every G E G there is U E U such that G c U, and 
(2) UG =UU. 
Definition 1.3. A family UILEW V, is a a-disjoint open expansion of {Fci: (1 < T} if the 
following are satisfied: 
(1) every V, = {V,,: Q < r} is an open family of mutual disjoint sets, and 
(2) for every CI < “y, F, c iJlltN Vi,,,. 
Definition 1.4. A space is screenable iff every open cover has a a-disjoint open refine- 
ment; a space is hereditarily screenable iff every subspace is screenable; an open family 
UnEN & in a space X is said to be a a-disjoint base if the following two conditions 
hold: (a) every t3, is a disjoint open family, (b) for every z E X and every U E N(z) 
there are n E W and B E f3,, such that .r E B c U. 
Other concepts and statements which are referred to in this paper come from [2]. By 
Definition 1.4, it is easy to prove the following: 
Lemma 1.5. A space is hereditarily screenable if every open subset is screenable. 
2. Characterizations of hereditarily screenable spaces 
Theorem 2.1. A space X is hereditarily screenable (Jf every scattered partition of X 
has a u-disjoint open expansion. 
Proof. (+) Assume that X is a hereditarily screenable space. The theorem is true unless 
there is a minimal ordinal 7 for which there is an open subset Y of X and a scattered 
partition C = {L, 1 Q < r} of Y having no a-disjoint open expansion. 
Assume such a y, C and Y exist and define UZ = U{La 1 cy < p} for every ,0 < y. 
Clearly y > 1, since if y = I, pick V,, = {Y} for every n E N, and then V = lJnEW V, 
is a-disjoint open expansion of {L,: o < T}. 
If y = /3 + 1, then Uo has a a-disjoint open expansion UnEW V;“, such that 
(1) V;t = {V,,: Q < /3} is disjoint for every n E RI, and 
(2) L, c UntN V,, for every cy < /j. 
For every n E N, let Vp, = 0 and VT, = {V,,,, : Q: < X}. Take again for every LY < X, 
I&o = 
{ 
0. a < P, 
Y. cy=p, 
and VO = {V,O: a < X}. Then UnEw V,, is a n-disjoint open expansion of Y. 
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If 7 is a limit ordinal, the open cover {Uo: /3 < r} of Y has a c-disjoint open 
refinement V = UntW V, such that 
(3) each V,, = {V,,: Q < r} is disjoint, and 
(4) UlLEW V,, c U, for every (Y < y. 
For every 13 < y, since {L, n I&: Q < /?} is a scattered partition of Van, by 
assumption, it has a o-disjoint open expansion UmEW Wo,, such that 
(5) each WY,,, = {W,,(o,p): cy < a} is disjoint, and 
(6) L, n %, c UTrLEW I?Vnna(o, P) C v,,. 
For every Q < 0, let 
Iii <1717,L = u { Wn,(o. PI: Q < P < r} 
and W,,, = {WLnTrL: a < r}, then 
(7) each W,, is disjoint, and 
(8) La = U(7r,ln)ENxW WM,. 
Therefore, lJ(n,m)tWxW W,, is a a-disjoint open expansion of {L,: CI < y}. Thus 
y, C, and Y cannot exist. 
(+=) Let Y be an open subset of X and {Ua: o < r} an open cover of Y. Define 
L, = U, - U{U(j: p < ck} for every cy < y 
. and L, = X-Y. Then {La. cy < y} is a scattered partition of X. Hence, {L,: Q < r} 
has a a-disjoint open expansion lJILEN V, such that every V, = {V,,: a < r} is disjoint 
and 
L, c U V,, c U, for every cy < y. 
nEW 
I.e., U&I V, is a g-disjoint open refinement of U. 0 
Lemma 2.2. ZfF* = {F,*: Q < r} is a monotone decreasing family of closed sets of a 
space X, then there is a family 3 = {F,: CI < r} of closed sets of X such that F C 3 
and Fb = naCb F, for every limit ordinal 6 < y. 
By transfinite induction, it is easy to obtain the above lemma. Now, we prove the 
following: 
Theorem 2.3. The following are equivalent for any space X: 
( 1) X is hereditarily screenable. 
(2) Every monotone decreasing family {F,: cy < y} of closed sets of X has a o- 
disjoint open family V = UnEW V, such that for every cy < y, 
x-F,,=u{v~v: VnF,=0} 
(3) Every monotone increasing open family {Ua: cy < -y} of X has a u-disjoint open 
refiflement V = UnCW V, such that for every a < y, 
u,=U{vEV: vcu,}. 
Proof. (1) + (2) Let {F,,: (I < ?} be a monotone decreasing family of closed sets 
of X. By Lemma 2.2, we may assume F, = n;lj.,cu Fo for every limit ordinal (Y < y. 
Define L-1 = X - Fo and L, = F,, - F,+l for every CY < y. Then 
(a) {L,: - 1 < cy < y} is a scattered partition. 
By Theorem 2.1, {L,: - 1 < o < r} has a c-disjoint open expansion UnEN VT; such 
that 
(b) V; = {V&: - 1 < n < r} is disjoint, and 
(c) L, C u lLEW V& for every Q (-I < N < y). 
For every R E W, let VT, = {V,,, : ~ 1 < o < r}, where V_,11. = X - Fo and 
V,,, = V,:, - F~+I 
(4 v = ULEW V, is a a-disjoint open expansion of {L,: - 1 < cy < r}. 
Now, we prove that 
(e)X-F,={VEV: Vf~F,,=@}foreveryn<y. 
It is obvious for c1 = 0. Let 3 > 0 and assume that (e) is true for every o < 4. We 
assert that (e) is so for Q = 4. 
When~=X+1,forevery~EX~Fx+l,ifz~X-Fx,thenthereisV~/o~such 
that 
ZEV~CU{VEV: VnFA+, =B}. 
If 17: $! X - FA, then 
.?: E Fx - FX+I c u VA,, = u V,*,, ~ Fx+I. 
nEW ,,EY 
I.e., there is n E N such that II: E VA,, E V and VA,, n FA+I = 8. So, 
z E VA,, c u {V E V: V n Fx+, = S}. 
Assume that ,/3 is a limit ordinal. For every s E X - Fg, since z E cy = nbCg F6, 
there is 6 < ,0 such that z E Fh. I.e., 
~EX-F~=U{VEV: VnFh=O}. 
There is V E V such that :I‘ E V and V n F:j c V n Fh = 0. Then 
:I-EVCU{VEV: VnFLj=O}. 
(2) + (3) Let {Ucy: 01 < O} be a monotone increasing open family of X, then 
{X - u,: a < r} is a monotone decreasing family of closed sets of X. By (2), there 
is a g-disjoint open family V* = UrltPJ V,T such that for every o < y. 
u, = x - (x - un) = U {v E v*: v n (x - UC?) = S} 
=U{VEv*: vcu,}. 
Let V,, = {V E V;: there is Q < y such that V c Ua} for every n E RI, then 
v = USN V, is a g-disjoint open refinement of {Ucy: o < r} such that for every 
Q < y, 
u,=U{vEV: VCU,,}. 
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(3) * (1) Let {Ua: a < r} be an open family of X. If y < aJ: {Ua: 0 < r} is 
itself a c-disjoint open refinement. Assume that y > w and for every X < y the open 
family {U, : N < y} has a a-disjoint open refinement. Now we assert that this is so is 
for X = y. 
If X = ,8+ 1, by the above assumption, {UCy: a < ,$} has a a-disjoint open refinement 
UTsEW G,. Pick GO = {US>, then Untw S, is a g-disjoint open refinement of {Ua: N < 
7). 
If X is a limit ordinal, for every (Y < y, the open family {Ub: 6 < CC} has a a-disjoint 
refinement IFt,, = U71Cw;Ftc1,2. Put V, = lJh+ lJ6; then {IL: a < r} is a monotone 
increasing open family of X; it has a cr-disjoint open refinement W = lJmtW W, such 
that for every (I < r, 
r/,=U{IVEW u-cv,}. 
Let o(l17) = min{a < *f: liv C Vn} for every T/t7 E W,, 
lV<,,, = u {W E IV,: n(W) = o} 
and S,,,,, = {I$‘a,,, n H: H E H,,, a < r}. Then G,,,, is a a-disjoint open family of 
X and partly refines {Un: a < r}. 
This proof will be completed if we can show that 
u (UC,,,,,) =U{K: o<r}. 
(n.m)tNxN 
In fact, for every 2 E U{U<>: Q’ < r}, there is o < 7 such that 
n:EU,- UU&C u (UK?%). 
h<<Y r8 EN 
I.e., there are n E W and H E No,, such that z E H. Since z E U, c V, = U{t%’ E 
W: I4’ c V,}, there are m E N and \!I’ E W,,, such that II‘ E T/ii C V,. So, o(W) < a. 
If o( WJ < o, then 
This is contrary to z E U,--lJh_ Ub. I.e., o(UJ = cr. Hence, 2 E WnH c PV,,IIH E 
sm. 0 
Now, we show that hereditarily paracompact spaces do not have a characterization 
similar to the one in Theorem 2. I. 
Example 2.4. There is a hereditarily paracompact space X having a scattered partition 
which has no locally finite open expansion. 
Proof. Denote by IR and Q the real line and the set consisting of all rationals, respectively. 
7 = {U U K: K c R ~ Q and U is open in IR} is a topology on R and I&Q denotes the 
topological space with the new topology 7. By [3, Example 5.1.201, R&Q is a Hausdorff 
hereditarily paracompact space. 
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Put IQ -Q = (5,: a! < c}. Let L, = Q and for every a < w, let L, = {x,}. Then 
{L,: Q: < c} is a scattered partition which is not a locally finite cover of RQ. Therefore, 
{La: (u < c} has no locally finite open expansion. 0 
3. Some product properties of hereditarily screenable spaces 
Theorem 3.1. If X is a hereditarily screenable space and Y has a a-disjoint base, then 
X x Y is hereditarily screenable. 
Proof. Let {Ucy: cy < r} be a monotone increasing open family in X x Y and f3 = 
UnEW B, a g-disjoint base of Y. For every L3 E B and every cy < y, define H(B, o) = 
U{V: V x B c U, and V is open in X} and w(B) = {H(B, CI): a < r}. Then R(B) 
is a monotone increasing open family in X. By Theorem 2.3(3), ‘H(B) has a a-disjoint 
open refinement G(B) = &EN G,(B) such that 
(a) every &(B) is disjoint, and 
(b) H(B, a) = U{G E G(B): G c H(B, a)} for every cy < y. 
For every B E B, let WvL(B) = {G x B: G E &(B)} and W,, = U{M&(B): B E 
a,}. Then 
(c) W?Url is disjoint for every (n, rn) E N x IV. 
Finally, we show 
(d) U, = lJ{W E lJ~n,7,z)EN~W ,,,,,: W c uyy} for every o < Y. 
In fact, for every (z. y) E U, there are V E N(z). m E N and B E f3,, such 
that (x,y) E V x B c U,. I.e., 2 E V c H(B, a). By (b), there are n E N and G 
E C&(B) such that z E G c H(B. ct). Then (z, y) E G x B C H(B, a) x B C U,, and 
G x B E Wn(B) c W,,. 
Therefore, X x Y is hereditarily screenable. 0 
Corollary 3.2. Let X be a hereditarily screenable space and Y a metrizable space. Then 
X x Y is hereditarily screenable. 
Theorem 3.3. Let X = naCw X,L. If n_, Xi is hereditarily screenable for every n < 
w, then X is hereditarily screenable. 
Proof. Assume that {Ucy: u < r} is a monotone increasing open family of X and for 
every n < w, let r, : X -+ na_ Xi and P,, : X + X,, denote the projections. 
For every n < w and every Q < y, let 
W,,, = U W: 7;’ (W) c U, and W is open in n Xi , 
i<n > 
then W, = {W,,: cx < y} is a monotone increasing open family of n,,, Xi. There is 
a a-disjoint open family V, = lJmEw V,, in nicTL Xi such that for every N < 7, 
IV,, = u {v E V,,: v c 1%). 
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Let CL, = {r;‘(V): V E V,,,} and G = U{Gnm: (n,m) E w x w}. Then 
(a) every &, is disjoint, and 
(b) U, = lJ{G E G: G c Ucy} for every cy < y. 
In fact, for every 5 E U,, there is o E wCw such that for every i E u there is an open 
set V, in Xi, satisfying: 
2 E n P,-i(K) c u,. 
ZCU 





Then z E r;‘(W) = niEO I’-‘(&) c U,, i.e., m(x) E W c IV,,. There are m E w 
and V E I’,,,, such that r,(x) E V c IVan. Then J: E T;‘(V) E G,, and T,;‘(V) c 
7;’ (Wan) c U,. Therefore, X is hereditarily screenable. 0 
The following two examples will show that for screenable spaces there do not exist 
results similar to the ones in this section. 
Example 3.4. There is a separable metric space X and a first countable separable, Lin- 
deliif space Y such that X x Y is not meta-Lindeliif. Therefore, X x Y is not screenable. 
Proof. Take [3, Example 6.1 l] which gives a separable metric space X and a separable 
Lindelof space Y such that X x Y is not submetacompact. In fact, we can show that 
Y is regular. So, X x Y is a regular separable space. If X x Y is meta-Lindeliif, then 
X x Y is Lindelof since a separable meta-Lindelof space is Lindeliif. This implies that 
X x Y is submetacompact since a regular Lindelbf space is paracompact. This is a 
contradiction. 0 
Example 3.5. There is a first countable separable, Lindeliif space X such that X” is 
Lindelof for every n < w. But X” is not meta-Lindelof. Therefore, X is not screenable. 
Proof. We take the example in [2, Remark 6.211. In the example, since every X, is 
regular separable Lindelof, X = ezCw Xi is regular separable Lindelof. We see that 
every X” is Lindelbf but X” is not submetacompact. So, X is not meta-Lindeliif since 
it is a regular separable space. 0 
Remark. It is easy to see that all our propositions hold if hereditarily screenable is re- 
placed by hereditarily meta-Lindelof or hereditarily a-metacompact. Hereditarily screen- 
able spaces, hereditarily meta-Lindelbf spaces and hereditarily a-metacompact spaces 
have stronger characterizations and product properties than screenable spaces, meta- 
Lindelof spaces and a-metacompact spaces. Finally, we point out that both hereditarily 
metacompact and hereditarily submetacompact spaces have characterizations which are 
similar to the hereditarily screenable characterizations in the second section. 
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